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To answer user demands for more areas on which to operate off-road 
recreational motorcycles (trailbikes) . and to respond to President ial Executive 
Orders which require that Federally-owned lands be evaluated for such use. 
Army land managers need a systematic way of determining land use , uitabi lity. 
This report describes the method developed by the U.S. Army Construction 
Engineering Research Laboratory (CERU to help installation personnel comply 
with the policies. procedures. and criteria of Army Regulation (AR) 210-9. USR 
0/ Off-Road VthicIP, on Army LAnds. 
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810ck 20 continued . 
Volume I of this report de.'iCribes the factors considered in CERL's 
evaluation method. including incompatible land uses. noise-sensitive land uses. 
user reqUIrements. trail development. vehicle operating conditions. and 
methods to rate potential use areas in terms of soil suitability and the relative 
value and susceptibility to damage of biological resources. The evaluation 
method given in Volume I ca.n be performed by personnel normally charxed 
with land manaae~nt planning and does not rely extensively on outside 
experts.. Th,s evaluatIon method may also be used for many public and private 
appilcallons. 
Volume" describes seven alternative soil evaluation methods which can 
be used with the evaluation method described in Volume I. 
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EVALUATION OF AREAS FOR OFF-ROAD 
RECREATIONAL MOTORCYCLE USE 
VOLUME I: EVALUATION METHOD 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Ib<karound 
Over the past twO decades. there has been a rapid increase in the production. sales. and 
use of off-road vehicles (ORVs) . There are approximately 10 million ORVs in the United 
States. An ORV is defined as any motorized vehicle designed primarily for. or capable of. 
cross-country travel on or immediately over land. water. sand. snow. ice. marsh. swampland. or 
other natural terrain. This definition excludes any registered motorboat. any militarY. fire. 
ambulance. or law enforcemelt vehicle when used for emergency purposes; any combat or 
combat support vehicle when used for national defense purposes; an~ any vehicle authorized 
for offw::ial use. Most ORVs ar. used as off-road recreational vehicles (ORRVs) . These vehi-
cles include snowmobiles. dune buggies. trailbikes. all·terrain vehicles. swamp buggies. four· 
wheel drive trucks. and many more. The most common is the trailbike. 
By the early 19705. it was recognized that the widespread use of ORRVs was frequently in 
conflict with wise land and resource management practices. This prompted President Nixon to 
issue Executive Order 11644 in 1972 and President Carter to issue Executiv. Order 11989 in 
1977. I These orders require that public lands in the custody of the Federal Government be 
evaluated for potential use by ORRVs. They establish policies and provide for procedures that 
would ensure that the use of ORRVs on public lands would be controlled and directed so as to 
protect natural resources. promote the safety of all users. and minimize conflicts among various 
land uses. 
In response to these orders. Army Regulation (AR) 210-9 was issued in 1975 and revised 
I July 1978.' AR 2\0-9 establishes Army policies. procedures. and criteria for controlling off· 
road travel by ORRVs and prescribes appropriate operating conditions for the use of such vehi-
cles. AR 210-9 also charges commanders of Army installations and activities with determining 
the sui tability of installation lands for ORRV use. The policies and criteria in AR 210-9 require 
input from various aci lities Engineer (FE) elements. For example. Paragraph 7 of AR 210-9. 
Environmental Considerations. states that the environmental and .. elated impacts of ORRV use 
will be assessed according to AR 200·\. J Significant responsibility for such assessments is nor· 
mally delegated to FE elements. In addition. much of the information and technical expertise 
needed to meet the policy requirements described in AR 210-9 arc found in the FE's natural 
resources sections. 
To help Army personnel fullill the requirements of the AR 210-9. the U.S. Army Con· 
struction Engineering Research Laboratory (CERLl has developed a sySl.matic method of 
evaluating installat ion lands for suitability for use by trailbikes. This method can be used by 
installation environmental offw::es. FE natural resource sections. and installation master plannin~ 
offw::es. The method was developed as part of the Army's environmental research program" 
I US Prc5ldenl CRd\ltd Noton) 1~12. ·UK of Off· MOId Vcl1ides on the Public Lands , Eltecutivc Orde r 11&44: 
Inkral Rl'luw" Vol 31, No 21 2877·2878: .nd U.S. PresKtcn. (Jimmy Carter! !ln7. ·On-, Rold Vehicles on Public 
Lands. Executive Order 11989, """'01 Rf'%ls,.". Vol.2, No. 101 2MS9·26960. 
1 U~ o/OJf- RODd V,hJcIn on A,"1Y lAftlb.. Army RqulllKJn (A R) 21().9 (DePlrlmc nl or the Army . I July 1978. 
I E"lIIf01tmntlDl PtoIKtion attd C"Iwlf'l(('mr"t, AR ~1 fDeplrtmcnl of lhe Army. 7 December 197)) 
• The ,nforTN11On Ir. v" lumc I of lhi3 report was published as I n Enainecr Technical Note ( ETN) , £WlluatPOn 0/ Afrol 
ftx OIl·Rood RrrrftJrfoml Motorcyr" UN. £TN No. 80-9 (U.S. De~rlmcnt of the Army, Office of the Chief or En· 
J.IflCCU. 4 Mlrch 1980) 
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Objective 
The objective of this study is to provide information for evaluating areas for off-road 
recreatIOnal motorcycle use. This volume describes how to use CERL's land use suitability 
evaluation method. 
Approa<b 
. Efforts to develop the evaluation method described in this report began with a search of 
the hterature to identify and analyze existing evaluation techniques. Although literature on the 
subject was exten<ive. most published techniques dealt with only one or more aspects of the 
subJect. I.e .• OOlse •. SOil damage. Impact on vegetation. trail development. user profiles. 0; 
env"onmental monltonng. No overall planning. evaluation. or development techniques could 
be Identified. 
Therefore. CERL contacted other Federal agencies which. under Presidential mandate. are 
also responsible for this type of land evaluation. The extensive land holdings of the U.S. Forest 
Service .and the Bureau of Land Management were found to be the prime targets for pressures 
to proVide ORRV-use areas. Pla.nning and development for ORRV use by these agencies is 
generally left to IndiVidual area. district. and forest supervisory personnel. While these asencles 
had developed many evaluation techniques. none met all the requirements of AR 210-9. A 
hmlted survey of state and private approaches to the problem yielded similar results. 
. Accordingly. a decision .was made to develop the techniques necessary to meet the Army's 
unique reqUirements and to IOcorporate the useful portions of certain existing techniques into 
an overall . method. This overall evaluation method is designed to be systematic in that it 
addresses. 10 a step-by·step fashion. the major environmental and operating concerns identified 
10 AR 2\0-9. 
The principal steps in thi~ evaluation method are surrunarized below and developed in 
later chapters. The ~rder In which these steps are completed will depend on the availability of 
data. the Size ~f the Installation. and the skill of the persons doing the evaluation. (For exam· 
pIe. offw::es which have. more people trained as fish and wildlife biologists than as agronomists 
may Wish to evaluate bIOlogical factors before evaluating soils-related factors!' The steps are: 
\. Examine existing land use. CERL's evaluation method begins by eliminating from 
considerat;on all incompatible land uses. 
2. Establish noise buffer zones. These zones are established around noise·sensitive land 
uses. 
. J . Choose candidate areas. Potential candidate areas are chosen with the idea that when 
tr8llb,kes are USing the area. no other use will be allowed. 
4. E~aluate soil suitability. Soili of a candidate area are rated as having slight. moderate. 
or severe hrrutallons for trallblke use. 
. 5. Examine other environmental factors. The presence of significant plant and animal 
species. CrItical habitat. fragile land. etc .• is also considered. 
6. Designate sit~ andlor choose alternative candidates. Acceptable are!lS may be desig· 
n~ted as open to tratlblkes prOVided that the other nonenvironmental policies and criteria esta· 
bhshed by AR 210-9 can be met. Before designating areas or troils as open or closed to ORRV 
use. an environmental assessment must be prepared. 
Scope 
The evaluation method described in this report is primarily oriented toward the environ· 
mental fac tors addr~ssed .i n AR 210-9. While factors such as ci tizen participation . determina· 
tlon of demand. trait deSign. and operating conditions are included. they are not discussed in 
10 
depth. For all factors. policies and procedures addressed in Department of Defense (DOD) 
Directive 6050.2 and AR 210-9 apply.' The method focuses on the purely r-;creatlonal use of 
trailbikes; neither competitive events nor other types of ORRVs are conslderec. . 
Mode of Technol .. , T ...... fer 
The information in Volumes I and II of this report will be incorporated into an Army 
Technical Manual. 
• Rl'Cl'(OntHtQJ Uw of Off. Rood V,.",""" 0 " 000 LAnds. Oeplr ,mcnl or Defense ClX>1)) Duectl ve 6050 2 (Office of the 
Secretary of DefcMe. 19 Apfli )Cnq) 
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2 HOW TO EXAMINE EXISTING LAND USE 
The objectives of AR 210-9 and those legal and regulatory requirements which prompted the 
regulation are intended to provide opportunities for persons to el\ioy ORRV use while giving due con-
sideration to the long-term stability of environmental resources. However. it is recognized that lands 
under Army control were acquired solely for the purpose of national defense; Iherelore. other uses aro 
secondary to Army missions. As a result . CERL's evaluation method beains by eliminatina from con-
sideration for trailbike use those lands. among others. which are essential to Army mission require-
ments. 
Input 
Many FE elements have information which should be considered when studying an installation's 
existing land uses. including the Installation Master Plan. the Land Management Plan, the Endangered 
Species Inventory, and the Historicl Archaeologic Resources Management Program. The Office of the 
Directorate of Plans and Training is another source of information. These sources are not exclusive; 
any source which identifies the location of sensitive, fragile, and unique land uses or areas should be 
consulted. 
Criteria for InoompaUble Land Uses 
After studyina all available sources of information, certain areas of an installation must be elim· 
inated from consideralion as areas for trailbike use. Many incompatible land uses such as hospital 
zones and historic sites are specifically identified in the 1972 and 1977 Executive Orders and AR 210-9; 
others such as impact and maneuver areas are generally known to be in direct conmct with trailbike use. 
In brief, the four categories of land use which are incompatible with trailbike use are : 
I. Areas where the mission. security, and operation of the installation would be adversely 
affected by ORRV use, e.g., explosive ordnance storage, impact areas, and drop zones. 
2. Areas w~ich because of existing land use cannot be used, e.g., housi ng areas and noise· 
sensitive outdoor recreation areas. 
3. Areas where the operation of trailbikes would be unsafe for participants and nonparticipants. 
e.g .. abandoned ordnance impact areas and trails set aside for horses and active hunting areas. 
4. Areas which have been identified as , or are suspected to be, historicallyl archaeologically 
significant, critical wildlife habitat, critical natural resource areas, e tc. 
Table I lists several examples of sensitive and incompatible land uses and considerations to be 
used when exami ning suspect areas for possible classification into any of these categories. Table I is 
not all-i nclusive; any land use which uniformly exhibits one or more of the items in Table I should be 
eliminated from consideration as a trail bike-use area. 
MapplnK of InrompaUble "and Uses 
Once 1111 im:ompulihlc lunu u~e~ und urCIi!l1 from nil uVllilllhlc !tC1urcc~ huvc hcen idenlillcd. Ih('\' 
should be mark cd on an insllIlI.lion map. Figure I is 0 simplified exoml'le "f su<h • mal' Th,. 01111' 
<an then be used as a working base map for other parts of the ev.lu.lion mel hod . 
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Table 1 
E.amples of LamI Uses Wblrb Conftlct Witb ORR V Use (Listed by 
C.t .... ry of Coaftlct) and CoaslderaUous Wblrb PI."" Laud Uses 
In Cat .... rtaJ Conftlct 
AClive bivoUlic arell 
Active rTl.Ineuver areu 
Airfleldlprom 
• IpprOllCh zones 
Demolition area5 
Motor pool5 
E.pl(l~ivc slnragc 
Im peClareas 
$qftry ond S«ur;ry of Military MiSJio" •• Co'lf/icr Coruidtrotioru 
National JCCUrity 
Per50naJ $IJely 
of Army ptt!onnel 
Administrative areas 
Churches 
Librartes 
Noix 
Trame OOnae51;on 
Active landfills 
Impect areas 
Steep 5k>pes 
Unexploded ordna.nc::e 
Live fire 
Archaeok>lk:al siles 
HI5tOric siles 
and "rUC'1Ufe51 
Rare , endanaered 
or threatened 
plant~, Inlmll, 
and li1h 
Physical.security 
of personal property 
Live firc 
Aaricultural out~ 
Family housina 
Outdoor theaters 
Schools (miliary and 
llo..'",'mh,.'nt l 
Dust 
Vehicle operations 
Vandali5m 
Participant cf NOflPOrricipa"t Softry •• Cort/ficlS 
Active maneuver areas 
Potable water 5torlle 
Active hunliJ'll areas 
Participant If Nonparticipant ,- COrt/ficl CoruKWrarioru 
loose surface 
materials 
Water quality 
Natural and Ot1~r R~urcrs Locatioru .. Co'fl/icts 
Brccdina, miaration. 
or nestina areas 
WatenhedJ 
Unexploded ordnance 
Quantity/distance limits 
Tactical vehicle operations 
CamPllounds 
Hospitals 
Troop housina 
AesthetKs 
Property security 
Horse (bridle ) trails 
Active quarries 
Movina tactical vehkles 
Unexpected animallCtions 
Food plots and feeding areas 
P,lkllnr,,',:,. sites 
Pelfoalyphs 
Scen ic IIrea~ 
Natural and Or"'r Rtsourrn Locatio"., •. ('nfl/flcl ('o"sldt'rallo".f 
NOIJe 
Air emrmons 
Human preJence: 
and di5rupuon 
Animal Mumment 
Soi l oomPiction 
Petroleum 5Pills 
Soil er05ion 
Aesthetics 
Turbid ity 
13 
Vegetation damale 
Vandalism 
Du~t 
Si ltation 
Poachina 
Adjacent 
Community 
Neighborhood 
Pork 
• Installation Boundary 
~ Incompatible Land Us. 
filii" I. Base map identification or incompatible land uses. 
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3 HOW TO ESTABLISH NOISE BUFFER ZONES 
Many land uses are sensitive to excessive noise levels. For example. a hospital or nursing 
home would be "sensitive" to trailbike noise. Therefore. it is necessary to insure that any 
lrI:tilbike-usc area wHl be an t&ppropriale distance away from any noise-sen'iit ive land use; i.e., 
noi .. buffer zones should be established around noise-sensit ive land uses. 
To establish these buffer zones. three kinds of information are required : 
I. The maximum acceptable sound-level requirements for those land uses which are con-
sidered noise-sensitive. 
2. The average sound level (jn A-weighted decibels IdBAil generated by trailbikes 
expected to use the area. 
3. The estimated demand for the proposed trailbike area. i.e .. the number of trailbikes 
expected to be in operation during anyone hour at the trailbike-use area. 
When these factors are known. they can be used in a formula t!> determine how far away 
a trailbike-use area must be from a noise-sensitive land use to meet maximum acceptable 
sound-level requirements: i.e .• the Distance Necessary for Noise Attenuation (DNNA) .· 
Equl.a1ent Continuous Sound Lenl (L .. ) Requirements for Noise-Sensilin Land Uses" 
Table 2 lists the L", ratings of various noise-sensitive areas. This table was adapted from 
Figure 4-5 of TM 5-803-2. but its purpose is slightly different l The levels shown in TM 5-
803-2 assume that a new facility is to be constructed in an existing noise environment. while 
Table 2 assumes that a new noise-generating land use is being developed adjacent to an existing 
facility or land use. Therefore. some modification to the sound-level requirements was neces-
sary. Since it was impractical to list all noise-sensitive land uses. any land use suspected to be 
noise sensitive should be included in that category which seems appropriate. Good judgment is 
essential in this determination. 
Table 2 also gives maximum acceptable sound levels for activities conducted at outdoor 
music shells. theaters. and related land uses. Since these activities can be in direct conflict with 
activities at ORRV-use areas. Table 2 lists these land uses at a much lower maximum sound 
level. If activities at these types of land uses are concurrent with trail bike-area hours of opera-
tion. an addit ional 10 dBA penalty should be added. Therefore. the maximum acceptable 
sound level would be 45 dBA. 
Noise lenis Generated by TraJlblkes 
The average sound levels generated by trailbikes vary. The average dual-purpose trailbike 
generates 83 dBA at 50 ft (J 5.24 m) . Off-highway enduro models make slightly more noise and 
ha ve been measured at 86 dBA. Motocross bikes can generate up to 120 dBA. A user survey 
(an help determine the types or tTuilbikes expel:'letl 10 use the ureu. In Hddilion, it is recom-
mended th.t the ""und levels of • repre .. nt.ti ve .. mple of the type of truilbikes expected to 
• There are sellen I other factor! whKh could be corL!ldered and altcrntl ti lle techniques whil:'h f.:ould be applied III lIcter · 
mme the DNN A for ORR V use. The lech ntque ,illen in Ihis report was chosen because il is simple to use. Hnw· 
eller. II docs yie ld lIery comerllatille resulLS •• thai is. the resultin, dista nces may be more than actuallv needed 10 cn· 
sure that noi!tC·level requiremcnLS are nol exceeded. If more precise measures of DNNA arc desired . the user may 
Wish 10 con5ider additional factors. such 1$ 110und cover or the presence of II barrier. and use I n alternative tech· 
ntque Two excellent .,uroes for alternativ~ considerations or techniques are E" viron".."tol 1+ottcfion: PIo""irw In 
t~ NOlll [nvllon"..nt. TM S·803-2 (Department of the Army. Air Force. and Na vy. IS June 1918) and fudictiflJ( 1m· 
poet of NOll' 0" R«mJtioniJt. by Robin T. Harrison. Roaer N. Clark . and Geor,e It. Stankey. EDltT Project No. 
2688. Pro,ec1 Record 8023 1202 (U S Department or Agrk ulture. Forest Service. San Dimas Equipment Develop-
ment Cenler. April 198()) 
·- The L,." L!i the steady ievel, 10 dBA. that would produce the Ul me A·weiahted sound energy over a stalect period of 
lime as a time·varyin, sound. 
, EnvrronwrnlOll+ol«tion " PIo""mx i",1x- f'tIoist Environ"..,,!. Technical Manual fTM J S·803-2 (Department of the Air 
Force. the Army. and the Navy . IS June 1918) . 
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Table 2 
Maximum Acceptable Equivalent Sound Level (Leq) Requirement. for Selected Land Uses; 
Land Use 
Agricultural (except livestock) 
Bachelor housina 
CamPll'ounds &. picnic: areas 
(not usociated with ORRVs) 
Classrooms. libraries. &. churches 
Com.mercial &: retail stores. exchll1les. 
movie tMat.ers. ,restauranlS Ii: cafeterias. 
banks. credit unions. enlisted otfac:er clubs 
Mulmum Acceplable 
Souad Level 
On dBA) 
80 
65 
65 
65 
70 
Dental clinic. medical dispensaries 
______________________________________________ 7~0 __ __ 
Family housing 
Ai_ht line operations. 
mamtenance &: trainina 
Gymnasiums. indoor pools 
65 
80 
70 
Hospitals. medical facilities 
Nursing homes (24-hr mpancy) 
____________________________________ ~65 
Industrial. manufacturina &: laboratories 
livestock farmina. animal breedina 
Neighborhood parks 
Offices Ii: administration buildinas •• military 
Offices -. business and professional 
Outdoor music shells. outdoor theaters &: 
cultu ra l ever:ts 
Outdoor sports arenas. ou tdoor spectator sports 
PlaYlrounds. active sport recreational areas 
Transient lodaina ·· hotel. mOlel . etc . 
Troop ho~jn8 
'"Adapted from Filure 4·S. TM S. 803.2. 
70 
75 
70 
70 
70 
55 
70 
70 
65 
65 
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use the area actually be measured. On many installations. sound-measuring instruments are 
regularly used by and may be available from the Preventive Medici ne Office, the Environmental 
Office, or the Provost Marshal. Generally , users will cooperate in making these measurements. 
If the average sound levels generated by users' bikes cannot be accurately estimated, the fol· 
lowing are recommended: 
I. Use 83 dBA for the average noise level if most of the trailbikes expected to use the 
ORRY area are dual·purpose bikes. 
2. Use 86 dBA if most of the trailbikes are expected to be the enduro type. 
3. Do not allow unregulated, unregisterable vehicles or trai lbikes wi thout mufflers to use 
the area. 
Projected Demand 
Projected demand is defined as the average daily peak use expected for the area. It is 
determined by predicting the maximum number of vehicles which will be using the area at any 
one time during the day, adding tne peak n.mbers for each day of the week, and dividing by 
seven. A quantitative procedure (0 estimate peo~ use is not included in this report , since little 
information is currently available for projecting 'his type of demand. However, AR 210·9 
specifically recognizes the need for user participa.ion in site selection and development of 
ORRV·use areas. AR 210· 9 also states that or8".nized recreational activities involving ORVs 
are within the scope of the Outdoor Recreal;~11 Program of the Army Recreation Services. 
Therefore, user participation and assistance from installation outdoor recreation staffs who 
know how to predict recreation demand or who may have received requests from users are 
presently the best sources for projecting demand. The Heri tage Conservation and Recreation 
Service may also be able to provide valuable information. It is recommended that estimates of 
user demand he generous enough to accommodate any unexpected demand and to allow for 
future increases in demand. 
DNNA 
The DNNA for each noise·sensitive land use is computed based on projected demand and 
estimated noise level. The DNNA is how far away a trailbike·use area would have to be from a 
noise-sensitive land use to rneet recommended maxi mum acceptable noise-level requirements. 
Calculation Description and fun/pIes 
The DNNA is determined by the following equation: 
where: DNNA 
A 
B 
, 8 + IOI/otn - ID - H ", 
DNNA - A x 10 20 
The Distance Necessary for Noise AttenuHtion. 
The distance (feet or meters) from which sound·level 
measurements were taken to determine the average 
noise level of the trailbikes which will use the ORR Y 
area. 
The avera8e noise level (in dBAI of the trai lbikes 
which will use (he ORRY area. 
(Eq II 
rrhe lerm -D·S- In lhe arlumenl of Eq , represents a S dB penallY in Ihe Lt'q for land uses. This penally is meluded 
beaU.5e the sound of molorcyclcs I~ seneraUy belteved 10 be inlrusive and annoying. 
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C The estimated average daily peak use of the ORRV area 
(projected demand). This value is determined by projecting the 
maximum number of vehicles which will use the area 
at anyone time for each day of the week, adding 
these numbers, and dividing by seven) . 
D The L .. for the land use for which a buffer zone is 
being established or for which a(ljacent limited use 
is necessary (Table D. 
For example, assume that the projected demand for a potential trailbike-use area is an 
average daily peak of 30 trail bikes, and that each trailbike generates an average of 86 dBA at 50 
ft 05.24 m) . Further assume that it is necessary to establish a noise buffer zone around a fam-
ily housing area. From Table 2 it is known that Ihe maximum acceptable L .. for family hous-
ing is 65 dB; therefore: 
A = 15.24 m 
B = 86dBA 
C = 30 trailbikes 
D = 65 dB for family hcusing 
I &6 + 10(10( 30) - 165 - 51 I 
DNNA - 15.24 x 10 20 
,86 + 1011 .417) - 60 I 
DNNA - 15.24 x 10 20 
,86+ 14.77-60 1 
DNNA - 15.24 x 10 20 
,<0.", 
DNNA - 15.24 x 10 20 
DNNA - 15.24 x 101l.038) 
DNNA - 15.24 x 109.27 
DNNA - 1666 m 
&sed on this DNNA calculation, a noise buffer zone of a minimum of 1666 m should be 
established around the family housing area. That is, any trailbike·u!C area with a projected 
demand of 30 trailbikes, each generating an average of 86 dBA, should be no closer than 
1666 m from family housing. 
For the reader 's convenience, Appendix A of this report lists precalculated DNNAs for 
various noise level requirements. 
Mlpplng Noise Buffer Zones 
Once DNNAs for each noise·sensitive land use are identi fied, they must be marked on 
the base map (see Chapter 2), To do this, lines are drawn around each noise·sensitive land use 
at that distance (corresponding to the scale of the llU1p) which illustrates the minimum distance 
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outside of which a trailbike area could be located (Figure 2 is a si mpli fied example!. The areas 
between these lines and the noise-sensit ive land uses are the noise buffer zones. The acreage 
of these lones and the noise-sensiti ve land use should be eliminated from consideration as 
trail bike-usc areas. Again . it is recommended that the noise buffer lones be based on generous 
estimates of projec ted demand to accommodate any unexpected demitnd and 10 allow for future 
growth in demand. 
Llmlled- Us. AII.mIU" 
On many installations. demand may be such that the area required for buffer lones wi ll 
eliminate nearly all available acreage. In these cases. it will be necessary. despite demand. to 
limit use at any established trailbike area. The limited-use alternative for ensuring that max-
imum acceptable sound levels are no t e xceeded requires that the evaluation steps be comple ted 
in a d ifferent order. The limited-use alternative requires that (( ) candidate areas be chosen 
(Chapter 4). (2) soil suitability be eva luated (Chapter 5) . and (3 ) o ther e nvi ronmenta l fac to rs 
be examined (Chapter 6 ) befo re Eq I or the table in Appendix A is used. If an e nvironmen-
tally acceptable area is identifiedo..the distance a candidate area is from noise-sensitive land uses 
becomes a known variable. and the number of trailbikes which may be allowed to use the area 
becomes the unknown factor. By using all known variables as input and solving Eq I. the ave r· 
age daily maximum number of trail bikes which can reasonably use the area at one time is deter· 
mined. 
For example. assume that the projected demand fo r a potential trai lbike-use area is ar. 
average daily peak of 50 trailbikes. each ge ne rating 86 dBA at 50 ft (( 5.24 m ). Further assume 
that the area is 1666 m from family housing. Based on the sample calculation of Eq I . if a 
trail bike-use area is established at the potential site . the use must be limited 10 a daily a verage of 
)0 [rai/bikes af anyone lime. This number cannot be exceeded without unacceptable noise 
impacts on adjacent land uses. 
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Adjacent 
Community 
Liv •• tock 
• Installation Boundary 
~ Incompatible La"d Use ~ Noise - sensitive Land Uses 
and Noise Buffer Zones 
F1KUre 2. Noise-sensi tive land uses and noise buffer zones. 
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4 HOW TO CHOOSE CANDIDATE AREAS 
The base map described in Chaplers 2 and ) is used 10 decid~ which areas on an inslalla-
lion may be candidale lrailbike-use areas. Olher raclors which muSI be considered are projecled 
demand. user preferences. and site accessibi lity. 
Necessary Acrea,e 
Areas used by ORRVs commonly range in size rrom 5 10 800 ha, depending on inlensilY 
or user demand, Iype of lerrain, and available land area. II is eSlinuled thaI candidale areas for 
an average installalion should be I><:lween 40 and 100 ha; however, Ihis does nol imply Ihallhe 
final Irailbike-use area will be Ihis size. Further sile evalualion may indicale lhal porI ions of 
candidale areas are unacceplable, Ihus reducing Ihe aClual area available for trailbike use. The 
exaCI size and shape of a specific candida Ie area will depend on available acreage. 
Cbooslngtbe Areas 
Two or more alternalive areas should be chosen as .:andidate areas. These areas should be 
selecled from Ihe acreage which remains after all incompalible and noise-sensilive land uses 
and Ihe noise buffer zones have been eliminaled from consideralion. (If il becomes necessary 
10 use Ihe limiled-use allernalive, Ihe acreage in noise buffer zones is nol eliminaled before 
choosing candidale areas.) Candidate areas should be easy 10 reach by road; Ihis will eliminale 
cross-country travel 10 Ihe sile by users. Nalural resource persons who have worked on an 
installalion for some lime can supply general informalion aboul an installalion's physical and 
environmental resources which can be used 10 choose candidale areas. If possible, Ihe candi-
dale areas should have variable lerrain and vegelalion type, since Ihese characterislics are pre-
ferred by users. Candidale areas should be marked 0 11 Ihe base map as described in Chaplers 2 
and ) . 
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5 HOW TO EVALUATE SOIL SUITABILITY 
Once candidate areas of the necessary acreage have been chosen, a soil suitability analysis 
musl be made 10 delermine if Ihe soils wilhin these areas are acceptable for trailbike use. To 
do Ihis, il will be necessary to develop a soil limitalions map. (Soil limil.ltions maps are often 
used by land use planners 10 help select siles for a variety of activities, e .~., regional parks and 
subdivisions'" However, before a soil limitations map can be developed, a ' ecent soil survey of 
Ihe candidale area and a limitalions rating for each soil in the area must be ohtained. 
Soil Sun-eys 
An examinalion of Ihe availabilily of published counly and area soil surveys for 175 coun-
lies in ,,~ich Ihere are 150 active Army installations indicates that a~proximately 70 percenl of 
Ihe installalions should al least be partially covered by a U.S. Departmenl of Agriculture 
<USDA) Soil Conservalion .>trvice (SCS) soil ,urvey. Nearly half of these sUl-veys were done 
after 1950 and can, Iherefore, be used to develop a soil limitations map. These surveys are 
available from stale and local SCS offices. 
Limitations Ratings 
The SCS has recorded (on computer tape) Ihe properties and characteristics of every 
idenlified .soil in Ihe United Stales. Using this information and special rating criteria, every 
SCS-Identlfied SOIl In the Unlled States has been raled as to its suitabilily for trailbike use. 
(There are approximalely 1),000 identified soils) . Figure) is a sample of Ihese ralings. The 
rallng was accomplished WIth Ihe aId of a computer and wilh assistance from the SCS and Ihe 
Stalislical Laboratory and Departmenl of Stalislics al Iowa State Un;versily where Ihe soil 
records are kepI. 
. The special soil rating criteria Ihal were used are listed in Tabl~ ) . They illustrate eighl 
dlfferenl SOIl propertIes which were Idenllfied as having the potential to reslrict or limit a soil's 
suitability for trailbike use: USDA lexture; Ihe weight percentage of slones greater Ihan ) in. 
(76 mm); deplh 10 Ihe high waler table; erosion factor (K); slo",,; unified lexture; weigh I per-
centage of coarse fragmenlS less Ihan ) in. (76 mm), bUI 8'.:oter than 2 mm; and flooding. 
Var!allons In Ihese propertIes creale up 10 I I possible resl,ictive features which mighl limil a 
SOIl s SUItabIlity for Ira"blke use. (Note that restrictiv~ feature 12 in Table) could nOI be 
delermined by computer analysis. II can only be d~lerrnined in Ihe field and Ihrough profes-
sional experience.) 
Each of Ihe I I restrictive fealures in Toole) are lisled in Ihe order of Iheir importance as 
a Iimiling faclor . The properties of soils were examined in Ihe order of importance of the res-
Iriclive fealures. For example, when Ihe compuler was examining Ihe properties of a parlicular 
soil. il would search for an indication of permafrost before an indication of large stones or wet-
ness. 
lising the criterill in Tahle ), soil. can be rated as having sliaht, moderule , or severe limi-
lations ror trail bike use. These ratings a-e defined as follows : 
. . L Slight. Given to soils Ihat have properties acceptable for trailbike use. The degree of 
limItatIOn IS minor and environmental damage is expected to be below average. Good perror-
mance and low maintenance can be expected. 
2. Moderate. Given 10 soils Ihat have properties moderately acceptable for trailbike use. 
The degree of limitalion can be overcome or modified by special planning, design, or trail 
maintenance. Some SOils rated as moderate require artificial drainage. runoff control to reduce 
erosion, some modification of certain features throur~ manipu!ltion of Ihe soil. etc. 
II L. J Bartelli. el al. (Edilorsl , So,I su,~, uNll..l1nd US(> PJo"";rw (Soi l Science SocielY of America and American So. 
clely of Agronomy, 1%6) 
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------ -,---I 
IIfC 011 0 DEPTH , I , 
5PIL 5t ~ 1£5 " 1) "8£11 (I".! I PHAS[ I L I II IT A TI ON I liE S Til I C TI ON 
____ --l... 
---'----
___ -l ____ ' 
AO(lPH IA NJ002G 0-'" 0-101 SL,FSL MODERATE "rrPIESS 
10-101 SL,FSL "'OOERA TE .. ET~ESS, ERODES EA~tLY 
I)-U SIL "ODElIA TE "ET~ESS, DUSTY 
10-10' SIl MODERATE "ET~E~S, ERODES EASILY, ~USTY 
AllE"'A I coo,qa 0- ~ o-'n L.STL MUOERATE DUSTy 
5-\11 l,SIL "'ODE lIA TE ERUOES EASILY, DUSTY 
II-\ll L.SIL SEYERE EIIOO£5 lASILY 
AOGllI "TOOO' 0-7 0· " 1 C,SIC M(JOERATE TOO CLAYEY 
r _IIl C,SIC "' OO£~ATE EHOOE~ EASILY, TOO CLAHY 
O-e/\ STCL SUGHT 
41-81 STCL MODERATE ERODES EASILY 
AD lL T S cnOQbB 0-" 0-1\1 GR-SL "OO(IIAT[ SMALL STONES 
0-11' GR-L "DOER ATE S,.ALL ~ rONES, DUSTy 
0-81 SL SLIGHT 
0-8t L "OOERATE DUSTy 
A:>JU', TA S I PH II01>3 0-2 Q Go-oOt C SE VEAE EIIOOES EASILY, TOO CLATEY 
~OKP' S. ALKAlI I .'Ol"q 0-1' 0-3\ FSL "OOER H E IIU"ESS 
ADM I "'~. G~A¥fLlY .A oa70 0-4 O-oX FSL SLIGH T 
SUASlIIAT l ' " 10-131 FSL "OOERATE E~OOES EASILY 
13-2'>% FSL SEVERE EIIODES EASILY 
U ) k I"~. ~E.l "'01023 0-12 0-1>1 F!lL "OOERATE IIn'lESS 
o-Ill FSL "'utJEIUTE "ET"ESS, [kODES ~ASILY 
13-151 FSL SEYEIIE (P(IO ES EASILY 
' OLlP4 I "'~O02" 0-7 o-n STCL,IIAIIE,OCCH SLtGHT 
0-21 SICL,~IIEQ "ODlAATE FLOODS 
0-21 srL,SI,IIARE,OCCAS "OOEIUlE DUSTY 
O-?l SI L.sr,FllfQ I "on£~ATE DU STY, FLOODS 
'OrJLP" .. .. olfte 0-13 O-It SICL,SIL SEVERE .. ET>jESS 
10"1'" I "1 0028 0-54 0-21 SP S£YERE PO"OINC, EXCESS HU,.US 
'EelT 100045 0-5 0-121 SL SLIGHT 
O-bl L "DOER ATE DUSTy 
10-121 L MQOEFUTE ERODES EUILY, DUSTY 
'fCE' • S' UNY 10004b 0-0; 0-121 STY-SL,STY-LS SEVERE LARGE STONES 
Figure 3. Sample soils limitations ratings. 
Table 3 
GuWe for bllna SolI Llmltallons for 
TraJlblb Use 
Limits 
Property SlIpt M .... te Senft 
I. USDA Tuture ICE 
2. FrICtion > J in. <10 
(WI 'Mt) (surfaoe 10·21 >21 
layer) · 
l . :~h ~g:fr:) . ..1 1· 2 O · I + 
4. Erosion ractor < 2 2 · 4 >4 
IK). 'IIo 5lojle 
I. ~~!: T ~;~~;f SC.SIC.C 
6. US DA TeKlure LCOS.VFS COS.S.FS (surface layer) 
7. Unified OL.OH.PT (surface lIyer ) 
8. 5'-1'1(0) 0 · 21 21 · 40 > 40 
9, Coarx rrqments < 40 
~';'.~J lsurf_ 
40 · 61 > 61 
10. USDA TUlurc ~r.~ (surface lIyer ) 
II . F100dina NONE.RARE. FREQUENT 
OCCASSIONAL 
12. Other' 
• I m. - 2S.4 mm: I n - O.lO48 m. 
I Soits in UST. TOR. ARlO, BOR. or XER suborders. Jl'Clll1oups. or 5ublroUPS 
rate one class belter. 
; I~.::.i' ~~~c:~':,. r:e ~~ :;:;~~blncc. Me u -Severe·hqile: 
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Restrlctln 
Featuft 
Permafrost 
Larae stones 
Wetness 
Pondina 
Erodes easily 
Too cllyey 
Too sandy 
Excess humus 
Slope 
Small stones 
Dusty 
Frqile 
J. Scv.:rc. Given 10 sUlls that have one or 1ll0;C propertic"i thaI <I re unacl"e~ lablc for (ra il · 
bike usc. such as steep s lopes. large s tones, flooding. a seasonal high wa ter table. or a high 
erodi bili ty factor. ThiS degree of limitation ge nerally requires majo r soi l reclamation . special 
design. or intensive mainlcnam:e. Some of these soi ls. however. can be improved by reducing 
o r re moving the so il rea tu rc: that limits use: but In most situa tions. it is difficult and expensive 
10 alter the soil or to design the trail to rompcnsatc ror it severe degree of limitation. 
Res tric ti ve features were e xamined on a worSI ~l"ase ba.,\IS. wi th severe limitations being 
the wor~t rase. For example . if 15 perl"cnt of the we ight percentage of a particular soil is 
ra used by large s to.les (moderatc limitation) :Ind ano the r 70 percent is caused by small s tones 
(severe limiutlion ). the soil will be raled as having seve re limitations due to small stones. The 
moderate restriction ('auscd by large stones is nm indicated in the compute r·determined rating 
even though large s tones are a morr. important rest rictive fea ture . 
Another worst·ca:,e factor which shou ld be no ted is that the limitations rating for a partie· 
ula r soil will identify a maximum of three restric ti \ e features and that these restrictive fea tures 
will be given in order of importance. For example, consider a particular soi l that has severe 
limitations beca use it has a very high wate r table. erodes easily. is too clayey. and has excess 
humus. The output fro m the computer will only indica te that the soi l has severe limita tions fo r 
wetness. erodes easi ly. and 100 dayey. o r the four limitations. these th ree are considered more 
important (as indicated by their o rder as rcstrictive rea tu rcs 10 Table 3), 
Soi l Ratings 
Limita tions ratings for soils can be obtained fro m e ither sta te o r local SCS offices o r 
MACOM nalural resource offices. 
SCS Q,!tCl" 
Table J was developed in a cooperal ive eITori between CERL and Ihe SCS . The SCS has 
de \eloped si mi lar guides for Dlher uses. e .8 .. playgrounds and seplie lank . bsorplion fie lds . 
The Inte rpre tation or soil suitability ro r these o lhe r uses is part of the National Cooperative Soil 
Survey bei ng conducled by Ihe SCS. Table J has been incl uded in Ihe Naliona l Soils Handbook 
wi lh Ihese olher guides. As a resuli . Ihe Slale o r local SCS offices should be familiar wi lh Table 
J and should be able 10 "uickly assess soi l suilabi li lY for trail bike use . 
To oblain the ralings for Ihe soils of a candida te area the use r should . 
I. Idenl ify the candidale areas on Ihe insla ilalion's soil survey map lsI. 
2. Prepare a li st of each so il series Incl uded in the .... andidate areas. 
J. Take Ihe survey mapl sl. a copy of Table J. and Ihc soil Ii>! 10 Ihc appropria le Slale or 
local SCS office and ask ror he lp 10 ",ling Ihe soils. 
MA COM O,,,c('s 
The command nalU ral resource offices of TR ;\ I)OC and FORSCOM. and Ihe nalural 
rcs()u rce~ 'icc tion or the Install,lIion and Servll'es Activity. DARCOM have been provided an 
I!n lirc o;;"t or "iuil ratings. <I detailed ..:xpl·' nalion of how soils were evu lualcd anti a description of 
the outpUl. To obtain ~oil ralings from these omce~ . the user should list each soil series 
Induded on the so il surve)' map of the ca ndida te area (s) and reques t their limitations rat i n~s 
from Ihe appropriale MACOM onice The sOI I' s li mi"'''"ns ral108S avai lab le from Ihe MACOM 
ra tural resoun.:c offices con tain the follOWing (see Figure J) 
I 5011 Series. Soil serie:s names of ~o ils which have heen Ide ntilied and classified by the 
SCS Me listed in alphabellca l order under the first column in the soil limitations rati nss. In 
many c.lse ~ . :.t series name will be listcd two or more times . . once by Itself. the second (or 
morc ) IImc"i followed by a property or phase nuxhlier (c g . "itony. modera tely wet . nooded) . 
The IImll~tions of it soi l modi tied by it ce rt'lln proper!) or phase Gin oc 'cry different from the 
limitations of the unmoditied 0;;011 
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2. Re<:ord Number. The record number is used by the SCS for soi ls data records and it 
indicates the state in which the record for the soil is kepI. It also li sts a four·d igit number 
which can be used to request additional information from the appropriate SCS s late office in 
case there is any uneasiness about a rating or if suggestions for soil maintenance are desired. 
3. Depth in Inches. This number identifies the soil depth to which a rating has been 
applied. Soil surface layers are analyzed at varying depths. and a soil's properties can change at 
varyi ng depths. If a soi l has eroded to a depth greater than thaI indicated in the rating. it will be 
necessary to consult a professional soil scientist to determine the correct limitation rating of the 
exposed soil. 
4. Phase. A soi l series can have several phases. depending on (a) the slopes on which it 
is found. (b) its predominant surface texture at a particular location. (el the presence of stones. 
and (d) novding potential and other characteristics. A soil's limitations andlor restrictive 
featu re can and generally does change from phase to phase. All possible phases of a particular 
soil series arc included in the limitations ratings. Table 4 lists abbreviations which are used to 
interpret these phase differences For example. "6-1 0% SL. FSL" is one possible phase for a 
soil fou nd in New Jersey (Adelphia in Figure 3\. The abbreviations indicate that the 
correspondi ng limitation for this phase (moderate) is applied to this soil if it is found on 6 to 10 
percent slopes and the predominant surface texture is sandy loam or fine sandy loam. 
5. Limitation. This identi fies the limitation rating which applies to each soil series phase. 
and indicates whether the phase has slight . moderate. or severe limitations. 
6. Restriction. This identifies why the soil phase was given a moderate or severe limi ta-
tion. e .g .. too sandy. slope. No restrictions are provided if the phase has only slight limitation. 
For example. the Adena soi l series in Figure 3 is found in Colorado and records of its 
properties are on file at the Colorado SCS office under record number CO 0 194. Limita tions 
ratings for various phases of this soil apply to the firs t 3 in. (76 mm) of soil. If the soi l is 
found on 0 to 5 percent slopes and its predominant texture is loam (Ll or silt loam (SIU . it 
has moderate limitations for trailbike use because it is dusty. If the same textures are fou nd on 
5 to II percent slopes. the soil sti ll has moderate limitations. However. the principal restrictive 
feature in this ease is tha t it erodes easily when found on these slopes (evel, though it is still 
dusty\. 
To determi ne the limitations rati ng for a particular soil phase . the different phases of each 
SOIl series (as provided in the limitations ratings) are compared with the descriptions of the 
se ries or map symbol in the soi l survey. The limitation for the soi l phase in the ratings list 
which most closely approxi mates the phase description in the survey is the limitation given to 
the soil. 
In most soi l surveys, there will be a few areas that are mapped but not identified as con-
tai ning a si ngula r soil series or phase. These may be areas where the soils have been disturbed. 
e .g .. landfills: areas where the soi l exhibits no part icular properties which would give it a special 
classification. e.g .. alluvial soils~ areas where a variety of interminaled series exist such that it 
would be difficult to plot their boundaries on a map: or . reas where no soi l has developed. e . ~ .. 
granlle outcrops. In these CIISI:S. the identi fica tion of • degree of limitation may be diflkult 
since it will not be listed in the limitations ratings. 
Many times a soil survey will have brief wriHen descriptions of these mapping units. 
These descriptions can be compared to the rating criteria to obtain an estimate of the degree of 
limitation However. for most cases it is recommended that a professional soil scientist be con· 
suited to obtain a more accurate estimate of their degree of limita tion. 
Because SCS soil files are always being updated and because the Criteria for the trai lbike 
rall ngs have not been tested extensively. the SCS and CERL re<:ommend that trai l bike ratings 
and SOIl evaluation method be coordinated with or reviewed by local SCS field personnel. Also 
because of the unique nature of tropical and permafros t soi ls. it is recommended that a profes-
510nal SOI l SClenll51 be asked to help rate soils in Alaska and Hawaii . 
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BY 
BYV 
BYX 
CB 
CBA 
CBV 
C~ 
CNV 
CR 
CRC 
FL 
FLV 
GR 
cos 
S 
FS 
VFS 
LCOS 
LS 
LFS 
LVFS 
COSL 
SL 
FSL 
CE 
CEM 
DE 
FB 
FRAG 
G 
GYP 
HM 
tCE 
tND 
NONE 
RARE 
COMMON 
OCCAS 
FREQ 
PROT 
Table 4 
Soli Phase Interpretation Abbrevlalions' 
Abbreviations ror Text ure Modir~rs 
Boulder), 
Very bouldery 
extremelY bouldery 
Cobbty 
Angular Cobbl), 
Very c:obbbly 
Channery 
Very chinnery 
Cherty 
Coorse cheny 
~f1aUY 
Gravelly 
GRC 
GRF 
GRV 
MK 
I'T 
SH 
SHY 
SR 
ST 
STX 
SY 
SKY 
Abbre viations ror Texture 
Coarse sand VFSl 
Fine Sand Sil 
Fine sa nd Sil 
Very fine sand SI 
Loamy coarse sand SCl 
l oamy sand Cl 
l oamy fine send SICL 
l oamy very fine sand SC 
Coarse sandy load SIC 
Sandy loam C 
FI"e sandy loam 
Abbreviations for Terms Used in Lieu of Texture 
Coprogenous earth 
Cemented 
Diatromaoeius earth 
Fibric material 
Fralmen181 material 
Gravel 
Gypsiferous material 
Hemic material 
Ice or frozen soil 
Indurated 
MARL 
MI'T 
MUCK 
PEAT 
SG 
SP 
UWB 
vAR 
WB 
CtND 
Abbreviations for Frequency of Floodina 
Coarse ,ravelly 
Fine ,ravelly 
Vcry Iravelly 
Mucky 
Peaty 
Shaty 
Very shaty 
Stratified 
Siony 
ExtremelY stony 
Slaty 
Very slaty 
Very fine sandy loam 
Silt loam 
Sill loam 
Silt 
Sandy clay loam 
Clay loam 
Silly clay loam 
Sandy clay 
'111\,,1,1 \ 
Clay 
Marl 
Mucky-peat 
Muck 
Peat 
Sand and aravel 
~~~a~~~~a~drock 
Variable 
Wea thered bedrock 
Ci nders 
NONE (No reasonable JX)SSibility of Iloodinl ) , 
RAR E (Floodina unlikely bu t possible under a~n.onnal ccnchuons) 
COMMON (Floodina likely under normal COnditIOns) 
OCCASION AL (L~ often than once in 2 years) 
p:~~~gf~ :t!~'~~i~e!Jtr:'o~~~i~:e:~:!, levees) 
• From US DA. SCS Form SCS-SOll S·S, 50/15urw)' InltrpmQIIOfl I rutrlKIKJIU 
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Umitations Map 
. The limitations map of the soils within each candidate area helps document site suitability 
as II re lates to SOIls. To prepare the limitations map, the soil series map(s) in the SCS soil sur-
vey which correspond, to the candidate area(s) is reproduced. This map will show the boun-
daries of each soil series or phase. (In most cases, the soil limitations map will be prepared 
separately from the previous base map; only if tho scale of the limitations map and the base 
map are the same, or can be made to correspond through reproduction, can the boundaries of 
each soil series phase be placed on the base map.) 
The limitations of the soils shown on the map are identified by coloring the soil series 
phases or map units within their respective boundaries. Soil phases with severe limitations are 
colored red (stop) ; soil phases with moderate limitations are colored yellow (caution); and soil 
phases with slight limitations are colored green. 
Based on the soil limitations map, candidate areas or portions of candidate areas can be 
eliminated from consideration. Generally, those areas which are eliminated contain soils which 
have severe limitations. However, certain areas where soils have severe or moderate limita. 
tions may be considered if proper mainoenance procedures can be used to mitigate the effects of 
the rest~ictive feature . i.e., removal of large stones or construction of runoff control terraces. 
TM 5-6: 0 provides some guidance on possible mitigation procedures' Areas with slight limi ta-
tions can be consIdered acceptable for use, subject to further evaluation. 
If acreage where the soils are acceptable is insufficient for trailbike use (j .e., less than 5 
hal . it may be necessary to choose new candidate areas before continuing the evaluation. All 
areas in which the soils are unacceptable and, if necessary, all new candidate areas should be 
marked on the base map. The soils of any new candidate areas should be evaluated. 
Allem.tI .. Input 
The method of evaluating soil suitability presented in this report assumes that the soils of 
a candidate area have been identified and that there is a recent SCS soil survey available for the 
area. However, this may not always be the case. The soils of a candidate area -- or of an entire 
installation -- may n~ver ha.ve. been surveyed. Or, if a survey has been completed, it may only 
represent general scll assoc18t1ons or II may be out of date. Even if a county survey has been 
prepared . the lands within installation boundaries may not have been included. In all these 
instances, the methods described in this report is not readily applicable. Instead, more technical 
soi l analysis and rating methods must be used; these methods are described in Volume" of 
this report. 
~;:::'J al'td Unlit", o'roundJ Maln,rnaltu and LDnd MantlX,.""nt. TM 5·630 (Department or the Army. 4 lJt.~mber 
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6 HOW TO EXAMINE OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
The final environmentally related step in the evaluation method is a site visit and visual 
survey of each candidate area to determine if significant plant and animal species, critical habi-
tat, fragile land, or other environmental factors are present. 
Blologlc.1 F.ctol5 
AR 210-9 requires that the biological resources of areas being evaluated for potential 
ORRV use be examined and assessed. This examination and assessment should, at the 
minimum, dp.termine the value of the biological elements within candidate areas. If possible, it 
should also consider the possible impact of ORR V use on those elements. 
To comply with this requirement , each candidate area should be field checked by a 
qualified fish and wildlife biologist. If a biologist is not assigned to the installation, the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) should be consulted; AR 420-74 gives the conditions for 
USFWS cooperative agreements.' 
Endangered Species 
If the site visit indicates that any candidate area may contain a rare, endangered, or 
:;1fe&tened plant species (as defined by Federal or state law) or locally important plant and 
animal populations (j .e., remnant prairie land), the area should be eliminated from considera-
tion. No area containing a rare, endangered, or threatened animal species at any season of the 
year should be opened to trailbike use until a site visit by the USFWS has confirmed that the 
species will not be adversely affected by trailbike use on or adjacent to that area. 
8iolo/(ical Assessment 
Rese3rch designed to quantify the biological effects of trailbike operation and describe the 
mechanism of such effects is primarily restricted to desert regions. Biological effects for other 
regions are only generalized; i.e., trailbike operation will (I) cause habitat loss because soil 
compaction will restrict plant growth, (2) directly destroy habitat by causing mechanical injury 
to plants, and (3) have generalized adverse effects on animal population by increasing the pres-
ence of humans andlor their machines. However, an exact prediction of how much damage 
will be caused by how many machines is not possible. Considering this, CERL developed sys-
tematic ways of making a biological examination and assessment of potential trailbike-use areas. 
These methods can be used even if quantitative data are not available. 
CERL's methods allow the biologist to evaluate alternative areas either by det~ -mining 
the relative value of the biological resources found in each area in comparison to the rest of the 
,"sta llation or, if the biologist is more familiar with the types of damage which can occur to bio-
logical communi ties as a result of trailbike use, by predicting an area's susceptibility to ORRV 
damage. 
The following paragraphs describe how to usc CER L's examination and assessment 
me thods and gi ve examples for a hypothet ical area. The example for the Relative Value 
Method is shown in Figure 4; the example for the Susceptibility to ORRV Damage Method oS 
shown in Figure 5. A blank, reproducible copy of the form used in Figures 4 and 5 is in 
Appendi x B. The circled numbers by each step in the instructions refer to corresponding 
numbers on Figures 4 and 5. They show what portion of the rating form relates to each step. 
~ Nor'lfal Rf'.fOUfCt'S .. LDnd. Fomr . • md Wild/if,. Manogmt'nI. A R 420- 74 (Department o r the A rm), . I July 1 ~77) 
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Figure 4. The relalive val ue melhod of evalualing of ORRV-use polenlial. figure 5. The susceplibilily 10 ORRV damage m,-Ihod of evalua l ll: ~ ORR V-use polenlial . 
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The Relalive Value Method 
1 Area. Assign a special designation to each allernative candidate area to identify one 
area from another (e .g .• "Area I"), If a candidate area represents two or more distinct biologi-
cal COmmUnitIes, the areas covered by the different communities should be considered 
separately. 
2 BlolodcaJ ResourteS. Several categories of biological resources are listed in this 
column . e .g .. ~Ground Cover: or "Trees or Dominant Vegetation." Under each category. list 
specIfic bIologIcal resources which are known to exist either in the area being examined or on 
the installation . e.g .. "Oak" and " Ash." If dominant vegetation is applicable for placement into 
both "Ground Cover" and "Trees or Dominant Vegetation: it is to be included in both 
categori.es: "Terrestrial Nongame Animals" includes both birds and rept iles. If a water body or 
stream IS In or near the area being examined. include fish . Identify any other species or biolog-
Ical factor whIch IS not easily categorized by listing it under the category "Other." The lis t of 
biological resources should be compiled from existing data. but a site visi t is also required. The 
lasr column in the special rating form gi ves space for any remarks or notes which may be neces-
sary to help rate an area. 
3 Relative Value. In this column of the evaluation form . rate each listed biological 
resource. The value of the resources at each site should be rated relative to their value on the 
rest of the installation. When dete rmining this value. consider the past. present. and future 
carrying capaci ty of the area in relation to the rest of the installation. The relative value is 
determined using the five- point scale in Table 5. 
Table S 
Relative Value Rallog Scale 
I The resource has lillie importance at this loca tion when compared 10 the rest of the insta lla lion. 
the resI2or~~ t~~~~o:;.s some importance a t this local ion. but its value is somewha t below average as compared 10 
J The resource a l Ihis location is representalivc: of the entire insta llation. 
4 The area is one of the better examples of Ihis resource relalive to the rest of the installatio n The value of 
the resource al this location ca n be described as somewhat above average. . 
. 5 This area is one C?f lhe ~ery best examp~5 of this resource as oompered to the rest of the installation. The ~!I~e. of the resource. at thiS location ca n be. de.scrlbed IS much more valuable than at other locations on the installs -
4 Categorical Value. Next. determine the relative value of each of the ' esource 
categories for which biological resources were identified. To do this. take the highest individual 
bIologIcal r esource value under each category and assign that value to the entire ca tegory. For 
example. In F,gure 4. the bIOlogical resources "Oak" and " Ash" have been given values of 4 and 
3. respectively. Si nce "Oak" was given a value of 4. the entire resource category of "Trees or 
Domi nant Vegetation" should be given a value of 4. the highest relat ive value in the ca tegory. 
5 Total Area Value. Determine the relative value of the entire area by adding the 
ca tegory values. For example. the total area value of 26 in Figure 4 was determined by adding 
the values for the categories "Ground Cover: "Trees or Dominant Vegeta tion " "Terrestrial 
Game Animals: "Terrestrial Nongame Animals: "Fish: "Pes t Species: and "Othe~." 
6 Rallog. Dete rmine the biological rati ng of the area by dividing the total area value by 
the number of resource categories for which values have been de termined. In Figure 4. 26 has 
been d,v,ded by 7 for a va lue of 3.7. If the category "Other" had not contained a va lue. the 
total area value would have been divided by 6. After determining the area rating. write it in 
the space prOVIded near the top of the form. This allows for a quick comparison of alternative 
areas. 
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7 BloiodcaJ Llmltalloo. For decision making purposes. it is necessary to note the bio-
logical limitation of the area. The biological limitation is the resource category which has 
received the highest categorical value. For example. in Figure 4. the biological limitation for 
the hypothetical area is the presence of "Terrestrial Game Animals: particularly squirrels. The 
biological limitation shows which resource places the greatest restriction on jlOSSible trailbike 
use in the area. When describing the limitation. briefly explain the importance of the resource. 
Word the explanation so a non biologist can understand the logic. 
S Rank. The final step in this approach is to rank alternative areas. To do this. com-
pare the biological ratings and limitation of each area. Rank the area with the [owesl numerical 
rating No. I. This indicates that the area is the most acceptable for trailbike use. Rank the 
area wi th the second lowest rating No. 2. Indicate any area with a biological rating of greater 
than or equal to 4 as unacceptable. An area with an overall rating of 4 indicates that it is one of 
the belter examples of biological resources relative to the rest of the installation. Therefore. 
the area should not be used. If two areas receive the same rating. use individual judgment to 
dete rmine the importance of the biological limitation before assigning the areas a ranking 
number. The area which is most important biologically should always receive the highest 
numerical value in rank. 
The Susceptibility to Damage Method 
This method is used only if the biologist examining the alternative areas feels qualified to 
determine the susceptibil ity to damage of those biological resources known to exist in the area. 
Susceptibility to damage depends on use intensity. 
1 lollial Steps. The first steps of this method are the same as the first four listed in the 
Relative Value Method. After completing those steps. go on through the steps listed below. 
2 SuS<epllblllly to ORRV Dam .. e. Determine the susceptibility to damage of each of 
the biological resources listed under the resource categories and. in this column. assign a sus-
ceptibility value to each resource. Since the importance of damage to various resources is per-
ceived differently. use the two separate scales in Table 6 to assign the values. One scale applies 
to all resource categories except "Pest Species"; the other is used exclusively for "Pest Species." 
Table 6 
Damage Rallog Scales 
SUSCEPTtBILlTY TO DAMAGE rOR ALL NON PEST CATEGORt ES 
I. This resource will receive some damage IS a result of ORR V use. Recovery time for the resource would be 
within I year O R the area is already so badly da maaed from other factors that it has no 10Jical presen t or future biolog-
ical value. 
2. This resource will be damaged by ORR V use. Reoovery time fo r the resource would be. from I to S years. 
J. ORRV use would be: destructive. to this resource. Recovery time would be from S to 10 years. 
4. ORR V use would be hiahly destructive. Recovery time for this resource would be. fr("l~ 10 10 100 years. 
S. ORRV use would be. extremely destructive 10 this resource. If use is a llowed , i; te recovery lime. would be. 
greate r than 100 years. 
SUSCEPTIBILITY TO DAMAGE r OR PEST SPECIES 
I. ORR V use would cause no increase in this species Ihrouah habilal improvement andlor a reduction in com-
pe lition OR there is a predicted decrease in Ihe species. 
2 ORR V use would ClU5C a slight increase in this species. 
J A mode rate increase in this species is e)!peeled 8S a result of ORR V use 
4 A la rge inm:a5C in this species is n ptcted as a result (If ORRV use 
5 ORR V usc would reduce competition and/or improve ha bitat ror this Sll«les sUl:h that It very large 100"teasc 
In Ihe pesl populatio n is expected . 
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3 Cat~orlaJ Susceptibility. Determine the susceplibilily 10 ORRV damage for each 
reso~rce calegory by 855lgmng 10 Ihe enlire calegory Ihe susceplibilily of Ihal resource which 
rec;elved Ihe highest re/ative value. For example, in Figure 5, Ihe biological resource "Box Tur-
lie has ~ relallve. value of 4. Since il has Ihe highest relalive value for any resource ir. Ihe 
calegory TerrestrIal Nongame Animals: Ihe enlire calegory receives a susceplibilily to ORRV 
damage value of 4, Ihe susceplibilily value for Ihe box tunle. 
4 Combined Resource Vuue. Delermine Ihe combined resource value of each resource 
calegory b y multlplyong Ihe relalive values by the susceplibilily 10 damage values. In Figure 5, 
Ihe relallve value of Ihe category Ground Cover, 3, is mulliplied by Ihe susceptibilily 10 ORRV 
damage value, 2. Th,s resul t, on a combined resource value of 6. Delermine Ihe combined 
resource value of Iheenttre area by adding Ihe combined resource values for each calegory. In 
F,gure 5, lhis results on a lotal combined resource value of 70. 
. 5 Rallna. Delermine Ihe biological rating for Ihe enlire area by dividing Ihe lotal com-
boned resource value by Ihe ~umber of resource calegories for which combined resource values 
have .been delernuned; In F,gure 5, 70 has been divided by 7 for a raling value of 10.0. (Nole 
Ihal If Ihe calegory Other" had not contained a susceplibilily value, Ihe area's combined 
resource value would have been divided by 6.) As in the Relative Value Melhod, Ihe area ral-
Ing IS placed on Ihe space provided on Ihe evalualion form . 
. 6 BloloclaJ Llmltallon. To help in Ihe decision-making process, Ihe biological limita-
lIon of an area mUSI be recorded. Delermine the limitalion by examining Ihe combined 
resource value of each re~urce category. The highesl individual calegory value delerrn:nes Ihe 
bIologIcal Iormtallon. In F,gure 5, the limiling faclor is "Terreslrial Nongame Animals: This 
resource calegory has a combined resource value of 16, Ihe highesl of all calegories. In Ihis 
case, Ihe presence. of box lurtles (which will be significantly a/fecled by trailbike use) presenls 
Ihe grealesl bIologIcal restncllon. 
7 Rank. To rank areas , compare Ihe biological raling for each altemative sile. Rank Ihe 
area wllh Ihe lo"",st numerical raling No. I. The area wilh lhis ranking is the mosl acceptable 
for ORRV use. Any area which h:", a rating of grealer Ihan or equal 10 16 is not normally 
acceptable for uallblke use. A rallng of 16 or grealer indicates lhat Ihe area has excellenl 
resources rel.llve 10 Ihe resl of Ihe installation and ORRV use would be relalively more des-
tructive. 
Auessment Int_rpmallon 
As staled in Ihe inslruclions 10 bolh mel hods, Ihe area which receives Ihe lowesl numeri -
cal rallng IS ranked No. I. The area ranked No. I is more acceptable for trailbike use Ihan Ihe 
area ranked No. 2. To make evaluations comparable , Ihe same rating method .;hould be used 
for each area beIng evalualed. When choosing a sile for trailbike use, special consideralion 
should be goven 10 Ihose areas rankeJ No. I or 2. If possible, Ihe use area should be Ihe one 
ranked No. I. ThJS woll help minimize damage 10 Ihe biological resources of Ihe installalion as 
requtred by AR 210-9 and AR 200- 1. 
Other rad on 
During Ihe . sile visits and visual survey of each candidale area, special nOle should be 
taken of any envtronmental faclors which have not been discussed in Chaplers I Ihrough 6. If 
any unique ~r unusual environmental or natural resource is identified. professional persons 
from approproa le fie lds should be consulled. Any environmental or nalural resource which is 
fou nd wuh,n a. candIda Ie area and which could be adversely alfecled by Irailbike use should be 
considered dunng the site selection process and mUSI be discussed in an environmental asseF~ 
ment. 
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7 HOW TO ESTABLISH A TRAILBIKE-USE AREA 
The wording of AR 210-9 leaves no doubllhal eSlablishmen l of any ORRV-use area should come 
only in response to an expressed need. In practice. extensive unauthorized use may serve to inform 
the Army planner that such need exists. The initia~ demand may come from ofT· installation organi.13· 
tions seeking a place to operate thei r trailbikes. This is specifically an ticipated by the regulation. and is 
permissible . 
These organi zal ions become one segmenl of Ihe public from which ideas mUSI be soliciled before 
an ORRV-use area is linally eSlablished. However, Ihe concepl of publ ic participalion is Ihal all 
idenlifiable groups dnd persons should be able 10 prov ide inpul inlo the process. nol jusl known ORRV 
proponenls. Appropriale ilJformal workshops and meelings should be held al leasl Iwice : firsl when ini-
tial plans and usc criteria arc being established. and again when candidate sites have been selected. 
These meetings are not hearings: they are intended to collec t constructive input t.efGre any fi rm deci · 
~inn s arc made. 
InSlilUle for Waler Resources (iWR) Research Report 75- R4 , a pamphlel describing public 
In volve ment as it applies to Corps of Engineers Civil Works act ions. provides guidance in obtai ning 
appropri.Jtc rublic participa Li on lJ Further guidance relating to the concept of public involvement as it 
applies 10 waler resources planning, including associaled ORRV developmenl. may be found in ER 
1105-2-800'0 II is stressed Ihal an area which fails 10 meel Ihe needs of Ihe polenlial users will be a 
fai lure . Once input from users and the public sector has been obtained. a use area can be chosen fro m 
the alte rr.ative sites. 
Sit. Selection 
One of several goals of AR 210-9 is Ihal a designaled ORR V-use area should be seen by ORR V 
operalOrs as belief than the undesignated areas they may have been using without authorization. If this 
goal cannot be mel. then diffuse. unregulated use will continue to create environmental and safety 
problems. Increased levels of enforcemenl could Iheorelically confine ORRV use 10 Ihe designaled 
area, but the program would then be perceived as punitive. rathe r than const ructi ve. Site selection 
should be approached from Ihe poinl of view of trying 10 provide an area Ihal will be used volunlarily 
by Ihe majorilY of trailbike operalors, ralher Ihan of Irying 10 find some place 10 "Slick" an unallraclive 
nuisance . 
Many fac tors presented in this report as restrictions on the development of an area for trailbike 
usc will be desired by al leasl some classes of riders. e.g., Sleep slopes. waler crossings. and/ or muddy 
areas. In general. terrain variety is an absolute requirement for all users except the absolute novice .. 
and he or she will progress be)'ond Ihis s lage wilhin a few hours_ al mosl. Trai lbike-use areas, Ihere-
fore may include some " restric ted~ terrain at the expense of absolute environmental pro tection. For 
example, if variety of vegetadon type is available. 25 percent slopes should provide experiences for the 
la rge major ity of use rs without exceeding the least damaging slope in the soil evaluation crite rion. If 
slope is the only so il limitation in an area , a few slopes in the 30 to 40 percent range (Il moderate res-
tric tion ) will accommodate reasonably safe pub!ic usc. 
Before making a site dcd sion , it is rer.ofTl ~Tlendcd that at least three ahc rnativc sites be selected 
wh ich meet the exclusionary criteria outlined in this re port. The absolute minimum size fo r such a s ite 
is aboUI 5 ha . The maximum is open 10 judgmenl . bUI it appears thaI no more Ihan 50 10 100 ha may 
be fe ly mai nlai ned and policed by mosl insla llalions. 
When choosing these canGidate sites. it must be remembered that these areas may eventually 
ha ve lO support sani ta ry faci lities. safe park ing areas. resting areas. and possibly picnic areas. If onpos t 
personne l wi ll be the primary users. fewer of these facilities are required. but the guidance in 
'. Jame .. I< 11,lnchc} . l'!lhlu /IIIOO/l 'f'IIII'1/i mllw ( ·orp.\ III 1:1IX1fH'1'fS' , 'fUIII'tlrtK f'r()('I'U, IWR RC'iCurrn Report 74i· R4 Il l " \ r"n E~ 
glncer In'olltulc fnr WOller Re~urce~, (k:UJbcr IltHI 
", PlrumlllX _ 1'Ilhl/{ fm"/l'f'ntt'nI (,,-""{'fO/POII'II'.\. Fnglnccr Re~u lall( ," (FR I I \05-1-Hoo II lcl'ltrlment ,If Ihc Army. t.min" of Ihl' 
(nlcfof I-nll-lnccr~ .l Af\uJ I~HI 
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TM 5-803-12 should be followed." Access near installation entrances should be considered_ since 
travel to many otherwise suitable areas will cause difficult or congested public travel routes within the 
installation. Once these alternatives are chosen_ the actual site decision should consider not only 
envi!onmental factors. but the input of the public sector. 
Trail o. .. lopIIIent 
Once a si te is chosen. and unt il detailed criteria are developed. the following brief outline of 
development suggestions should be used. It is emphasized that trail development should be such that 
the safety of trailbike operators is not compromised. User participation and public involvement will 
help identify potential safety hazards. Regular inspection by qualified safety personnel is also recom-
mended. 
ungth 
All trails should be at least 200 m in continuous. nonrepetitive length. and should be designated 
for one-way traffic. Maximum length depends on the si te. and may be up to 2 to 3 km. 
Width 
All trails should have a cleared surface of not less than 0.6 m and no more than 2 m. The sug-
gested width is 0.75 m. and natural obstructions such as rocks and trees can be used to prevent uncon-
trolled spread in width. However. location andlor placement of these barriers should be evaluated so 
that artificial safety hazards are not created. Trail width through turns should be larger than that on 
straightaways to allow turns to be safely executed. 
Slope 
Some portions of all trails should climb slopes of up to 25 percent. if such terrain is avai lable. If 
alte rnate trails are to be developed. some climb areas of up to 40 percent slope are desirable. but must 
be indicated as being for experienced riders only. Normally. trails should not laterally traverse slopes of 
more than 15 percent for beginners or 30 percent for more experienced riders. 
Sur/au 
Natural soil materials will be the most commonly used material. If improvement is necessary. the 
best materia l is crushed or broken rock ranging in size from \0 to 40 mm. Natural gravel and round 
rock should not be used unless completely incorporated into the natural surface. 
Turns 
Many varied turns with few. if any. long. straight runs are suggested. since vehicle operation. not 
transpon efficiency. is the goal. Turn rodii should be variable Gn the range of 2 to \0 m) with many 
turns of both more and less than 90 degrees. No single. straight section should exceed 100m. Natural 
obstructio ns should be used to prevent shortcutting turns. Again. these barriers should not present a 
safety hazard. 
WOler Obstacles 
If trails cross natural perennial streams. reinforced-surface fords. culverts. or bridges should be 
built . At least one novice tra il which is free of water features should be planned. Highly developed 
and heavi ly used trailbike areas may include one or more artificia lly maintained water features . prefer-
ably supplied by artifically channelled runoff water. 
II PIa""ufIf aM /)n«" n{ OuIdrJo, Rrrrtooo" ' 'Ot'l/lIIn. TM 5·803-12 (U S DcPlrl mcnl of (he Army , Wasnlnllon. DC. I Octo be r 
mll 
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Clearances 
Trees. brush. fences_ and other obstacles should be removed to provide clearance for handlebars. 
arms. and legs. A lateral cleared distance of 0.6 m from the edge of the defined trail is necessary: vert i-
cal clearance should be at least 2.25 m. 
Oper.tlna Condition. 
The installation commandin~ officer has authority . through AR 210-9. to allow a wide variety of 
ac tiv ities at his or her discretion. In the absence or demonstrated requirements to the c'lntrary. it is 
recommended that the following minimum operating criteria initially be adopted. 
License and Inspection 
All vehicles operated by military personnel andlor their dependents will be inspected by the Pro-
vost Marshal for compliance with all applicable safety regulations. whether or not the vehicle is licensed 
for operation on public roads. No noncomplying vehicle will be allowed to use the ORRV area. All 
vehicles operated by unsponsored civilians residing off the installation will be licensed for street opera-
tions. and will be inspected as necessary to meet state and local requirements. No unlicensed vehicles 
may be operated on the installation. All operators will be licensed vehicle operators under the require-
ments of the state. or of their state of residence. No unlicensed operators will be allowed to operate a 
vehicle on the installation. regardless of whether or not certain types of vehicle operation are permitted 
under state law. At the discretion of the commanding officer. unlicensed operators 10 years of age or 
older may operate a complying vehicle while under the direct control of a parent or legal guardian who 
is concurrently operating a complying vehicle. 
MuJJler 
All trai lbikes must be equipped with factory-equivalent mulllers in good working condition and 
must have a Forest Service-approved spark arrestor. (Forest Service-approved mulllers have this appro-
val stamped into the metal of the mulller.l 
Passengers 
No passengers will be carried on trailbikes under any circumstances. 
Direction oj Traffic 
All trai ls will be clearly and conspicuously posted lor one-way traffic. If certain areas must carry 
two-way traffic. the trail at this place must be a minimum of 3 m wide. and must be posted for 2-way 
use. All traffic is required to use trails. and no generalized use of off-trail lands is permitted. However. 
a flat. cleared area for beginners may be provided. Use of this area is rest ricted to beginners. 
Hours 0/ Operations 
No trailbike will be allowed to use the area between 15 minutes after sunset and 15 minutes 
before sunrise. regardless of whether it is equipped with funct ional headlights and taillights. This 
operati ng condit ion is imposed for the safety of participants. No trailbike will be allowed to operate in 
lhe arca between 2200 and 0700 hours. regardless of the time of sunrise and sunset. This operating 
condi tion is imposed to avoid disturbing nonparticipants during norOUlI sleeping hours. 
Supe",I .lon .nd Vlol.tlons 
To ensure that operating condi tions are complied with and to restrict usc to only designated trails 
and areas. it is recommended that there be supervision at trailbike-use areas. especially during periods 
of peak use. Organized recreational activities involving ORRVs are within the scope of the Outdoor 
Recrealion Program. and supervision may be by Recreation Services personnel or by the Military Pol-
ice, at the commanding officer's discretion. 
Violations of the operating conditions listed above and other posted operating regulations should 
be treated as traffic violations. Citations may be issued upon the complaint of the trailbike-area 
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~upervisor.or other officer by any installation enforcement person authorized to issue other vehicle and 
traffic cItatIons. 
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8 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT AND MONITORING 
Before opening areas or trails to trailbikes. an environmental impact assessment or statement 
must be prepared. This should be required in every case because of the controversial nature of ORRV 
use. Much of the information obtained from the evaluation method described in this report should be 
used in preparing these documents. 
Once an ORRV area has been established. use and changes in use intensity can significantly 
impact the area. AR 210-9 requires commanders of Army installations and activities to establish 
"poropriate procedures to monitor the effects of the use of ORRVs on their installations. This monitor-
ing is to be the basis for changes in installation policy concerning ORRV use. 
Table 7 outlines a method of monitoring the environmental effects of trailbike use. It was 
adapted from Appendix D of ER 1130-2-405 ." It is emphasized that the method is not intended to take 
the place of a disciplined scientific study. but is a limited method designed to monitor effects while tak-
ing into consideration budgetary constraints and personnel ceilings. This monitoring plan is very similar 
to those established by other Federal agencies with similar constraints. 
A comparison of all data records collected over 5 years will help to determine the environmental 
effeCls of trail bike use. However. at this time. only professional judgment can be used to determine if 
impacts are significant and if changes in installation policy con<erning ORR V use in a specific area 
should be implemented. This judgment should be solicited from professionals with expertise in various 
environmental disciplines. particularly biology. earth science. and soils. 
11 P,(ljl't-r (Jp.'rOltOn: u~ of OJ/·Rood V"hKfl'$ on ('/WI Works PWft"Cts. ER 113()'2 ·405 (u.s Df:partmenl of the Army. Offlet ('If the 
ChIef or EOSlnters, 17 January 1914 ) 
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Table 7 
Method or Monitoring Environmental Elfeds 
or Trallblke Use 
I. Es timate use or the area or trails by trailbike users. 
2. Dctermine impact or ORRV use on vegetation, soi l, and water. 
a. M.p cxisti ng trails in designated ORRV arcu. 
b. Record mileage and average width or existing trails. 
c. Rate existing trails according to light. medium. or heavy use. 
d. Select random sample plots on existing trails which ar\! represenlative of a variety 
of terrain. vegetative, and soil conditions. 
(J) Photograph sample plots. 
(2) Record trail width and rut depths at selected intervals. Also record other not-
able reatures. such as potholes, along entire trail length. 
(J) Record inventory or vegetat ive community within the sample plot. Inventory 
should include species composition, size or woody vegetation, and number or dead stems 
greater than 20 mm in diameter. 
(4) Record general condition or vegetation in sample plot. Note damaged Itee 
bark and roots. 
e . Record initially, and at intervals or I. 3, and 5 years, those items included in d, 
above. 
r. Define control plots near test plots to determine impact with and without ORRV 
use. Control plots should be approximately 18 m rrom trail center. Record ail appropriate 
Informallon on control plots for comparison with sample plots. 
g. Permanently but inconspicuously mark all control and test plots so that photographs 
and data collection Cln be done in the same area in subsequent years. 
h. Determine the rollowing from test sections : 
( I) Impact on young vegetative growth. 
(2) Impact on larger trees and shrubs (compaction , direct damage, root exposure) . 
(J) Impact on soi l , erosion, compaction, lateral movement). 
(4) Trai l width and depth variation rrom year to year. 
( 5) Extent or impact on either side or trail. Changes in trail such as expansion or 
potholes. 
(6) Comparison or ORRV impact on test plots with control plots. 
Annually spot-check vulnerable areas such as steep slopes, creek banks, and lake 
shoreline. Record any noticeable increases in erosion or other damage. 
3. Determi ne ORRV impact on wildlire. 
J . Record track counts or big game animals such as deer, antelope, and eik in ORR V 
area and compare to those outside OR RV area. 
b. Count songs or game birds and nongame birds. 
c. Ir hunting is permitted, compare wi ldlire harvest in ORRV area to that or c :he r 
areas on the installation. 
d. Record sightings or game and nongamc species in and outside ORR V-use a"a. 
4 Determine ORRV imJ'(tcl on other activities. 
it Survey type lind ttmount of recreHtion Hnd lither usc in lueus ndjllccnl 10 desiHnlltcli 
()IO(v area., 
h Kecord altitudinal response (If persons who lire surveyed us IIn:urHlcly liS 1)()SSIt,lc . 
c. Record distance between area where survey is made and the ORR V arca. 
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9 SUMMARY 
Pressure from trail bike enthusiasts for land on which to operate thei r vehicles and the 
expressed concerns of environmental groups continues to make the ORRV issue controversia l. 
Federal agency response to user and nonuser interests can be impro ved through proper land 
evaluation. planning. and management The land evaluation method described in this report 
provides Army land managers with a reliable tool ror meeting user demands while giving due 
consideration to the long-term stability of environmental resources. 
While the method described in this report was developed specifically ror the evaluation or 
Army military lands, it is applicable, with modification, to Army Civil Works land and many 
other public and private agencies and organizations. 
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APPENDIX A: Tabl. AI 
SELECTED PRECALCULATED DNNAs Selected Precalculated DNNAs for EstabUsbmeDt or 
Tnllblke-Use Areas 
Before selecting si tes for trailbike use, noise buffer zones should be establ ished around (DistaD<O In Meters) 
noise-sensitive land uses. These zones are based on DNNAs and are established to ensure that 
Ihe noise from a trailbike-use area will not disturb the activities at nearby land uses. 
A ...... Sound Lenl Table AI lists the DNNA for various maximum equivalent sound-level (L ... ) require- Maximum Atteptable Estimated Number of Motorcycles UslDltbe Area for Motorcycles mcnL'\ ror land uses and projected usc parameters. All distances in the table were calculated Equlval.nt Sound UsID, tbe Area usi ng the equation described in Chapter 3. To find an appropria te DNN A in Table AI , it is Le •• 1 (L1) for (dBA at necessary to determine: Land Use dBA) 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60 80 15m lSOrtl) 
I. The L", of the land use for which a buffer zone is needed or for which use limits must 
be determi ned. 
2. The average daily peak use in numbers of trail bikes (projected demand) . 
3. The average sound level (in dBA) generated by these trailbikes. 
The L ... for various noise-sensitive land uses are listed in Table 2, Chapter 3. Once these 65 68t 834 963 1077 1179 IJ62 15ll 1668 t926 83 dBA 
use parameters are known, the DNNAs for many noise-sensitive land uses are easily found in 70 383 469 142 605 663 766 856 938 108J 
Table AI ; Figure AI shows how to use Table AI. The example in Figure AI assumes an L 75 215 264 305 341 37J 4JI 482 527 609 
of 75 dBA and a projected demand of 40 Irailbikes generating an average sound level of 85 80 121 148 P! :02 210 242 17l 297 343 
dBA. The DNNA is 542 m. 
Table A I can also be used to establish limits on the use of a potential trai lbike area. 
Using the example shown in Figure A I, assume that a proposed trail bike area is 542 m away 
936 1081 I lOS 1323 1528 1704 1871 2161 84 dBA from a li veslock grazing area (L = 75 dBA ). Also, the Irailbikes expected to use the area 65 764 
generale an average sound level of 85 dBA. Therefore, use of the proposed area must be limited 70 430 526 608 679 744 859 9<:1 lOll 1215 
75 242 196 342 382 419 483 540 592 683 to an average daily use of 40 trai lbikes al anyone time in order 10 ensure that maximum 
80 116 166 192 ;' 15 llS 2ll J04 lJJ 384 acceptable sound levels are not exceeded. 
65 857 1050 1212 1155 1485 1715 1917 2100 2425 85 dB ... 
70 482 590 682 762 835 964 1078 11 81 1164 
75 17l 332 383 429 470 542 606 664 767 
80 1 ~2 187 216 241 264 305 341 373 431 
65 %2 11 78 1160 1521 1666 1924 21S1 llS6 1121 86 dBA 
70 541 662 765 855 937 1082 llO9 illS 1530 
7\ .104 37.1 410 4NI 511 lION 680 745 N60 
xu 171 1111 141 1711 1% .l41 IN.I 41' 4M4 
65 107. 1111 1516 1706 186. 1158 141l 1644 3051 M7 d9A 
70 607 743 8S8 960 1051 1114 1157 1487 17 17 
75 341 418 483 ;40 591 683 763 836 %5 
80 191 135 271 303 331 384 419 470 543 
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Tlble AI (Cont'd) Table AI (Cont'd) 
A verlge Sound Level Ave .... e Sound Level 
Maximum Attepelble Estlmlted Number of Moton:ycles Using Ihe Area for Motorcycles Maximum Atteptlble Eslimlled Number of Molon:ycles Using Ihe Arel for Moton:ycles 
EqulnJenl Sound Using Ibe Area Equivalenl Sound Uslnalhe Area 
Level (La' for (dRA al Level (L'J' for (dRA II 
Land Use ( RA) 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60 80 IS m ISO flU Land Use ( RA) 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60 80 IS m ISO flU 
65 1211 1483 1112 1915 2091 2422 2108 2966 3245 88 dBA hi 2416 2959 34 11 3820 4185 4832 5402 5918 6834 94 dBA 
70 681 834 963 1011 11 19 1162 1523 1668 1926 10 1159 1664 1921 2148 2153 2111 J038 ))28 3843 
75 383 469 542 605 663 766 856 938 1083 75 764 936 1081 1208 132l 1528 1704 1811 2161 
,,;; 215 264 J05 34 1 31J 431 482 527 609 80 430 526 608 679 144 859 961 1052 1215 
hi 1111 ll20 3834 4286 4695 5422 6062 6640 7661 95 dBA 
70 1524 1867 2156 2410 2640 3048 3409 3734 431 2 
65 1359 1664 1921 2148 1153 2717 J038 3328 3843 89 dBA 75 857 1050 1212 1155 1485 1715 191 1 2100 2425 
70 764 936 IOSI 1208 1l2l 1528 1104 1871 216 1 80 482 590 682 762 835 964 1018 1181 1164 
75 4JO 526 608 619 744 859 961 1052 1215 
80 242 296 342 382 419 483 540 592 683 
-----
65 3042 J125 4301 4809 5268 6083 6801 1450 8603 96dBA 
70 1710 2095 2419 2704 2963 3421 3825 41 90 4838 
hi 1524 1867 2156 2410 2640 3048 l409 3734 4312 90 dBA 75 962 1118 1360 1521 1666 1924 2151 2356 2721 
10 851 1050 1212 1155 1485 1115 1911 2100 2425 80 541 662 165 855 931 IOS2 1209 1125 15JO 
15 482 590 682 162 ii35 964 1018 1181 1364 
.., 111 ll2 383 429 110 542 606 664 767 
65 341l 4180 4826 5396 5911 6925 1631 8359 9653 97 dBA 
70 1919 1150 21 14 3034 ll24 3838 4291 4101 5428 
65 1710 2095 2419 2104 2963 342 1 3825 4190 4838 91 dB" 15 1079 1322 1526 1106 1869 2158 241l 2644 3052 
70 962 1118 1l6O 1521 1666 1924 2151 2156 212 1 80 601 143 858 960 105 1 1214 1151 1481 1117 
75 541 662 165 855 9J1 1082 1209 1125 1530 
~O 304 J13 430 481 521 608 680 145 860 
65 3829 4690 5415 6054 6632 7658 8562 9319 10830 98 dBA 
70 21<3 2631 3045 3405 31JO 4306 4815 5214 6090 
65 1929 2150 2114 J034 ll24 3838 4291 4101 5428 92 dBA 75 121 1 1483 1112 1915 2091 2422 2108 2966 3425 
10 1019 1322 1526 1106 1869 2158 241l 2644 J052 8C 681 834 963 1011 1119 1162 1523 1668 1926 
75 601 143 858 960 1051 1214 1151 1481 1117 
80 341 418 483 540 591 683 163 836 965 
65 4296 5262 6016 6193 144 1 8593 9601 10524 12152 'N dBA 
10 24 16 2959 34 17 3820 4185 4832 5402 59 18 6834 
h< 2113 1.)7 304\ 3405 )7JO 4306 4815 5214 6090 93 dBA 1\ IlS9 1664 192 1 2148 2lS3 1117 3038 3328 3M43 
71) 1111 14M) 1712 11)1 -; 20'17 2422 210. l%6 324\ 80 164 936 1081 1208 1323 1528 1104 1871 21., 
75 .Kl KJ4 ~, 1011 117'1 1162 IS2l IMM 1\126 
80 3M3 469 542 605 063 166 856 .3' 1083 
65 4821 5904 681 1 1622 8349 9641 10119 11808 11635 IOlltiDA 
10 1111 3320 3834 4286 4695 5422 6062 6640 7667 
75 1524 1861 2156 2410 2640 3048 3409 3134 4312 
'0 851 1050 12 12 1155 1485 1115 1911 2100 2425 
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A .. r.Ke Sound Lev.1 APPENDIX B: 
Moxlmum Acceptlbl. Estimlted Number of Moton:ycles UsinK th. Area for Motorcycles 
RATING FORM Equlnlent Sound UsinK th. Ar •• BIOLOGICAL 
Level (L", . for @ (dBA .t Land Use (d BA) 10 15 20 25 30 50 60 80 IS m ISO ftl) This appendix provides a blank copy of the rating form to be used in the procedure to 
evaluate the biological resources of areas. This form is provided in order that it may be repro-
duced and used in the field . 
65 68t 834 %3 t077 11 79 1161 1523 1668 1926 83 dBA 
70 383 469 542 605 663 766 856 938 IOS3 
75 115 164 305 341 371 431 482 527 609 
80 III 148 171 191 110 241 171 297 343 
65 764 936 1081 1208 1321 1528 1704 1871 1161 84 d8A 
70 430 516 608 679 744 859 %1 1051 IllS 
75 142 196 l41 382 41 9 483 540 591 683 
80 136 166 192 11 5 235 172 304 333 384 
65 857 1050 111 I 1155 1485 1715 191 7 1100 1415 ~ A. 481 590 681 702 835 ~ 1078 1181 1164 171 HI 383 419 470 606 664 767 
'lIII" 152 187 216 141 264 
"'" 
341 371 431 
FiKur. AI . Example of finding the DNNA of an area using Table AI. 
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Area 
RatlnQ ____ _ Rank ____ _ 
Blolo91cOI Limitation ______________________ _ 
Terr.,tr~1 Gome 
Anlmols 
fll1lr. BI . Biological raling form for ORRV-use polenlial . 
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APPENDIXC: 
EV ALUA TlON METHOD FIELD TEST: 
EV ALUA TlON OF AREAS AT FORT ORO, CALIFORNIA 
FOR POTENTIAL TRAILBIKE USE 
Introduction 
Fort Ord, California, is jusl north of Monterey, California, about 160 km soulh of San 
Francisco and 560 km northwest of Los Angeles. The installation is bounded on the west by 
6.6 km of Pacific Ocean coast and has a total land acreage of roughly II 340 ha (Figure Cil. 
Fort Ord is the Headquarters for the 7th Infantry Division, and roughly one-fifth of the installa-
lion land has been improved (developed) in order to support the military mission. The remain-
ing unimproved land area is primarily used for training purposes. 
A field test of CERL's trailbike evaluation method was conducted at Fort Ord during June 
1979 by CERL personnel and members of Fort Ord's FE office. 
Incompatible Land Uses 
The cantonment area of Fort Ord contains a variety of land uses (e.g., troop housing, 
schools, and family housing) which are c?nsidered to be incompatible with trailbike use. Many 
of the land uses on the unimproved land (e.g., impact areas and firing ranges) are also incom-
palible with trailbike use. Based on onsite investigations, master plan maps, natural resource 
information, and training schedules, a considerable amount of Fort Ord was eliminated from 
consideration for trailbike use. Figure C2 illustrates those arees. 
Nolse-Sensltl .. Land Uses 
AI Fort Ord, it was estimated that as many as 100 to 160 trailbikes might be used in an 
established trailbike-use area in a single day. It was further estimated that up to 50 trailbikes 
might be using the area during a single hour of a day (e.g. , on weekends) and that many of 
these trailbikes would be the enduro type which generate at least 86 dBA. 
When figures for this fairly heavy use were put into Eq I , it was determined that any esta-
blished use area would need to be at least than 2151 m away from any land use with a max-
imum acceptable sound-level requirement of 65 dB. When appropriate buffer zones were then 
drawn on a base map, a considerable portion of the acreage of Fort Ord was within these 
excluded zones. As a result , it was decided to advance to the next step in the evaluation 
method and pick candidate areas before establishing noise buffer zones. Once these areas were 
chosen, Eq I would be used to determine use limits for any proposed trailbike-use area. 
Candidate Areas at Fort On! 
Four candidate areas were chosen at Fort Ord (Figure C2) after consulting with personnel 
in the installation's Environmental Quality and Outdoor Recreation offices. One area, located 
north of Ihe installation's ai rfield, was roughly 50 ha: the area, named FritzSChe Pasture, was 
pri mari ly gently rolling grassland with small thickets of California sage and coyote bush. 
A second candidate area was chosen just south of the airfield. This area was about 40 ha, 
genlly rolling, and covered with light brush and Coast Live Oak in open stands. Much of th is 
area was al ready receiving some hmited unauthorized use. This area was named South of Ihe 
Ai rfield. 
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Flgure C2. Land evaluation f'lr trail bike use. 
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The third and fourth candidate areas were on the eastern side of the installat ion. Both 
areas were moderately to steeply sloping. Ground cover was light to heavy brush with consider-
able open stands of Coast Live Oak. The northernmost area was about 120 ha and bisected by 
a steep ridge. This area was named Sandstone Ridge. The southernmost area was also bisected 
by a ridge and was about 100 ha: it was named Pilarcitos Ridge. 
After the candidate areas were chosen. their loca tion relative to noise-sensitive land uses 
was exami ned. It was determined that no more than 10 trai l bikes could be operated at any one 
time in any area. This was determined by entering into the noise equation (I ) the distance 
each area was located away from various noise-sensiti ve land uses (2) and the expect,d noise 
level of 86 d BA per trailbike. 
For example. the candidate area. South of the Airfield. was located such that the western 
bou ndary was about 960 m from a Fort Ord family housing area. The eastern boundary was 
also roughly 960 m from an off-insta llation residential area. The recommended L .. for residen-
tial areas is 65 dB. When the data A = 15.24 m. B = 86 dBA. D= 65 dB. and DNNA = 960 
m were put into Eq I. the value of C became about 10. Therefore. only 10 trailbikes. generat-
ing an average of 86 dBA. should be allowed to operate in the area at any nne time. However. 
if the average noise level of the trail bikes expected to use a candidate area is actually lower than 
that expected. more trailbikes might be allowed to use the area. 
Once locatio.. and noise factors were examined. noise buffer zones were established 
around all noise-sensitive land uses on and around Fort Ord (Figure C2l. These zones 
rcOected the DNNAs which were calculated using the demand and limited-use assumptions dis-
cussed above. No trailbike use should be allowed in these zones. 
Fort On! Soli SollabUlly 
The soi ls of each candidate area on Fort Ord were mapped according to their degree of 
limitation. Figures C3. C4. C5. and C6 are reproductions of those maps· The bottom half of 
each figure lists the soi l series in each area along with the soi l series' phases. limitations. and 
restrictions. 
As illustrated by the figures. the Fritzsche Pasture area appeared to be the most suitable 
candidate area in terms of soi ls. However. the South of the Airfield area also had a consider-
able amount of area where the soils were acceptable. Both the Sandstone Ridge and Pilarcitos 
Ridge areas had considerable acreage where the soi ls had severe limitations for trailbike use. 
Biological Rankin. of Ibe Fort On! Candldale Areas 
Fort Ord's fish and wildl ife biologist ranked all four candidate areas. The Susceptibility to 
ORRV Damage Method was used because the biologist was familiar with trailbike damage 
caused by the unauthorized use which had been occurring. The results of these evaluations are 
in Figures C7. C8. C9. and C IO. 
As these figures illustrate. the Fritzsche Pasture area was the most acceptable candidate 
area in terms of biological value. The South of the Airfield area was the next most acceptable. 
Both the Pilarcitos Ridge and Sandstone Ridge areas had fairly high biological va lues. The pri-
mary bIological restriction Uimitation ) in these areas was that they provided important wildlife 
habitat. (Stands of Coast Live Oak provide excellent cover for a variety of terrest ria l animals. 
The lake located between the two areas is one of only two on the installation and both areas arc 
important roosting andlor display areas for qUdll . ) 
• The WMI ~rloe!i boundarlCJ on the ma~ In Filurc5 CJ. C4, CS. and C6 were reproduced from USDA SCS soil survey 
m<lPJ In Sotl Sunpy ,,/ MOtl"rry County, Caf/lo.."itJ IV S Government Print ina Of'fioe . April 19781 
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LEGEND: SCALE 01 :16,500 
o SLIGHT SOIL LIMITATIONS 
OoD OCEANO Z-15'Yo LOAMY SAND SLIGHT 
n",re 0 . Fritzsche Pasture soil limitations map . 
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LEGEND: SCALE = I: 16,500 
o SLIGHT SOIL LIMITATIONS 
Iiiil SEVERE SOIL LIMITATIONS 
BbC BAYWOOD 
OaD OCEANO 
SEVERE 
SLIGHT 
FiI"I'e C4. South of the Airfield soil limitations map. 
2-15 % SAND 
2-15% LOAMY SAND 
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0 SLIGHT SOIL LIMITATIONS 
D MODERATE SOIL LIMITATIONS 
i3 SEVERE SOIL LIMITATIONS 
Af ACQUITIC 0-15% SAND, SANDY LOAM, MODERATE FLOODS 
XEROFLUVENTS SILT LOAM 
AkD ARNOLD 9 -15% LOAMY SAND SLIGHT 
AkF ARNOL D :5-50% LOAMY SAND SEVERE ERODES EASILY 
Ar ARNOLD- SANTA 9 ·· 30% SAND, LOAMY SAND SEVERE ERODES 
YNEZ COMPLE X EASILY 
Xd XERORTHENTS 35-90% SANDY LOAM, SEVERE SLOPE 
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LEGEND: SCALE = I: 16,500 
o SLIGHT SOIL LIMITATIONS 
o MODERATE SOIL LIMITATIONS 
m SEVERE SOIL LIMITATIONS 
Ak D ARNOLD 9-15% LOAMY SAND 
AkF ARNOLD 15 - 50% LOAMY SANO 
At ARNOLD - SANTA 9-30% SAND, LOAMY SAND 
YNE Z COMPLEX 
ShE SANTA YNEZ 15- 30% FINE SANDY LOAM 
XC XERORTHENTS 15 -50% LOAM, SILT LOAM, 
CLAY LOAM, CLAY 
Xd XERORTHENTS 35 - 90% SANDY LOAM
b COARSE SAN Y LOAM 
SLIGHT 
SEVERE 
SEVERE 
SEVERE 
MODERATE 
SEVERE 
f'1.u~ C6 Pil.tci los Ridsc soil limitations map. 
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Fleur. CIO. Biological rating for Pilarcitos Ridge area. 
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l:onclusions and Recommendations 
O mdllsinns 
I. Of the four candidate areas examined for potential use. either the Fritzsche Pasture or 
South of the Airfield areas would be acceptable for trailbike use. The entire Fritzsche Pasture 
area had soil with slight limitations and was ranked No. I in terms of biological acceptability. A 
mnsidcrable portion of the South of the Airfield area also had soils with slight limitations and 
WitS f<lled as the second most al:ccptable in terms of biological acceptubilily. 
2. The Sandstone Ridge and Pilarcitos Ridge areas would be much less acceptable for a 
potcnliiJl trailbike ~ use area. The majority of each of these areas contained soils which had 
severe limitations: i.e .. soils that erod"d easily on the slopes where they were found . There 
was. however. some acreage in each area which contained soils with slight limitations. These 
portions of the candidate areas might possibly be acceptable except for the fact that they were 
biologically va luable. This biological value would be substantially damaged as a result of any 
trai lbike use: i.c .. trailbike noise would affect their importance as roosting and display areas for 
quail and could also increase sediments in the nearby lake. thereby affecting fish populations . 
. t. Considering the high estimated demand for trailbike use (and the expected type of 
vchid e which would use the area). a considerable portion of the installation would be unavail -
able because of noise factors. Therefore. use limits would have to be established if any of the 
candidates were picked as a potential trailbike-use area. This limit would be 10 trailbikes in 
operation at anyone time. if the expected use was to be by enduro-model trailbikes which gen-
erate an average of 86 dBA. However, if use were restricted to only du(sl-purpose model trail-
bikes (street legal but capable of being used off-road) which generate an average of 83 dBA . 
then this use limit could be expanded to possibly 20 trailbikes. Note that the above limitations 
only apply to the candidate areas examined during the study. 
Recommendation\' 
I. If it is desi rable to establish a trail bike-use area at one of the candidate areas exam-
ined. it should be established in either the Fritzsche Pasture or South of the Airfield area. In 
eithe r case. selection of a trailbike-use area should be based on the appropriate considerations: 
I.e .. average noise level generated by the trailbikes actually using the area. If an area is esta-
bli shed . supervision should be provided to ensure that use limits are not exceeded. Organized 
recreational activities involving ORVs are within .he scope of the Outdoor Recreation Program. 
Jnd supervision may be by Recreation Services personnel or by the military police. at the com-
manding oftker's discretion. 
2. Before establishing a trail~ike-use area. an o,wironmental assessment should be 
prepared. Much of the informal; oil obtained through the evaluation me thod could be used in 
the assessment. 
3. If an area is to be established. the methods for establishing a trail bike- usc area 
desc ribed in this report should be used. 
4. The evaluation cri teria used in this study did not apply to competi tive events. bUI 
solely 10 indi vidual recreational use. Should an area be established. competitive events should 
not be allowed until further evaluation is possible. 
5. If an area is to be opened to trai lbike use , the necessary environmental monitoring 
procedures should also be impiemented. 
6. It is possible that o ther candidate areas at Fort Ord should be examined. These candi-
da te areas should be loch ted sue~ inat use would not be as restric ted as it would be if any of the 
candidate areas examined for this study were used. This examination and the subsequent 
loosening of use limits. and provisions for public and user participation in the decision-making 
process may te nd to alleviate many potential problems which might arise if such an area IS cst\! -
blished . 
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Summ.ry 
The ::onclusions. a~d recommendations above are not intended to promote or condemn 
cstabllshme nl of a. traliblke use area at Fort Ord. They arc presented only as rcsulls of Ihc fie ld 
lest of Ihe evaluation met hod. DecIsions on trai lbike use at Fort Ord should be made by instal-
latIOn personnel and only after more detailed examination of user demand and si te alternatives. 
.. The field test. was successful .. in ident ifying problems wilh the evaluation mel hod: pri-
manly problems with data ava llablilly assumptions. Modificat ions to Ihe melhod have been 
made and are Included In thiS report. The evaluat ion melhod described in Chapte rs 2 Ihrou h 
7 can be used by the maJonty of Insta llallons when Ihere is a demand for a trai lbike-use area. g 
APPENDIX D: 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
This bibliography is intended for persons. including Army installation and MACOM nat -
ural resources and environmental personnel. who want to examine a variety of published techni-
cal and general studies related to off-road recreational motorcycle use. 
This bibliography was derived from (D referenced materials in other published works. (2) 
telephone and mail solicitation of known or potential authors and publishers of related materi-
als. and (3 ) examiru!tion of available documents and articles on the general subject of ORVs. 
Most of the ci ted articles have been examined for direct . rather than general. applicability to 
the subject. 
References are arranged in three sections. The first section contains references to general 
information on ORVs. Most of these materials are available either in technical and scienlific 
literature or from the sponsoring organiza!ion. These references are arranged in alphabetical 
order. The second section. also arranged in alphabetical order. contains references to Army-
sponsored and Army-scientific documents. including technical reports of Army research labora-
lories. Many of these documents are of interest only to Army installation personnel. The third 
seclion contains a list of relevant environmental impact statements or related assessment docu-
ments: these are arranged by agency. since no authors are cited. 
All material in this appendix was selected with the specific needs of a land manager deal-
ing with trailbikes in mind. Certain otherwise excellent sources which dealt exclusively with 
olher vehicles types were excluded for that reason. Other articles were included for their back-
ground value and potential relevance to trailbikes. even though another vehic!. type was their 
basic subject. The Army regulations and publications are all of general applicability. 
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